
VIIL—PHILOSOPHICAL PERIODICALS.

PHILOSOPHIOAL RIVIEW. Vol. xx., No. 2. C. M. Bakewell. ' The
Problem of Transcendence.' [Current discussion insists on three things :
respect for the facts of finite experience, acceptance of the validity of time,

- and—what is fundamental—recognition of the transcendent. But can
positive significance be attached to the problem of transcendence ? Not if
ire start out from ready-made philosophical distinctions, and assume as
transcendent, forthright, the 'world' and the individual liven of our
fellows. The objective world is simply my own experience locked
fast in the principle of identity, and therein and thereby recognised as
literally one with the experience of any other conscious being that can
plan and strive ; it is thus not something beyond my experience, but an
interpretation of that experience. The only real transcendent being is
the free inner life of ray fellow-men : idealism beoomes a sort of mona-
dology, in which the lives of the monads interpenetrate so far that they
all possess in their several experiences an identical world, at the same
time that they possess private appreciations, purposes and ideals ; growth
in intelligence, an in civilisation and culture, is marked by the extent to
which eaoh individual, each ego or centre of conscious experience, is able
to enter into the experience of others precisely as it is for them in their
own inner lives.] E. B. McQIIvary. "The "Fr inge" of William
James' Psychology the Basis of Logic' [We may define idea as an ex-
perienced complex made up of content and fringe ; the fringe, which is
the meaning of the idea, is an experienced relation terminating in a
definitely discriminated gap. The missing something to which the mean-
ing points is the object of the idea ; the assumption of the existence of
its object, beyond the limits of the experience in which the idea exists, is
the objective referenoe of the idea. (The presence of things-meaning, in
the absence from present consciousness of thingB-raeant, is accepted from
James, as against Dewey.) This assumed existence is a temporal-spatial
relmtedne&B ; the experience-continuum thus assumes itself to be part of
a larger universe (universe of naive experience) in which the objects that
correspond to its ideas exist in definite situations. Now, in course of
time, comes the experience of falsity ; and thereafter and thereby that of
truth as truth. But the proving-false of an idea is possible only because
the'assuinption of an extra-experiential prolongation of intra-experiential
tame has been realised. So we arrive at the real universe of experience,
whose assumption is confirmed by the confirmation or falsification of every
specific idea. The acceptance of the truth of this idea of a real universe
or experience (without the reservation that every part of it is in tome
experience, or is itself ait experience, or that the whole is in one all-inclu-
sive experience) is realism. Jnme» defined truth as an affair of leading,
partly because he saw no other escape from mystery, partly because he
was temperamentally averse to a predetermination of the future. But
there is a non-pragra&tistic correspondence, sometimes experienced and
sometimes assumed, between ideas and realities, which can be assigned
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and described in intelligible terms on the basin of James' own treatment
of'ideas ; and Reid has met the difficulty of predetermination. The doc-
trine of the fringe is a brilliant and substantial contribution to logic, but
James failed as logician to see the significance of his own achievement.]
F. H. Bradley. 'Faith.' [The general essence of faith appears to be a
non-logical overcoming (or prevention) from within of doubt as to an idea.
A narrower definition would make faith exist HO far as an idea ia a prin-
ciple of Action, whether theoretical or practical; but neither in origin nor
in result is faith necessarily active. (Religious faith must be exercised
in conduct, and the practical exercise of a belief must react on its origin ;
but we have no right to argue from religious faith to faith at large.)
Philosophy must in a sense dopend on faith, sinoo we do not rest on a
datum, fact or axiom, but rather on a principle of action ; and since,
further, philosophy cannot justify its principle in detail and throughout
But the precise meaning attached to faith, BO long as the word has some
definite tense, is not of importance ; and the question whether or not
philosophy in the end rests on faith is of no consequence.] F. Thllly.
Proceedings of the American Philosophical Association : the Tenth

Annual Meeting, Princeton University, 27th to 29th December, 1910.' Re-
views of Books. Notions of New Books. Summaries of Articles. Notes.

PSYCHOLOGICAL RBVIBW. Vol. xvii., No. tt. T. V. Moore. 'The
Influence of Temperature and the Electric Current on the Sensibility of
the Skin.' [The limen of duality decreases from the lower temperatures
up to about 36° C, and increase* aa the temperature rises beyond that
limit. This change expresses simply the variation in intensity of sti-
muluB due to varying skin-temperature : for (1) at various temperatures
strong pressure gives a smaller limen than weak, and (2) the minimal
preseure-limen lies between 35° and 38° C. As regards the direct cur-
rent, PfUiger's Law holds : sensibility is decreased »t the anode, increased
at the. cathode ; though with currents too strong or too weak the anodic
or cathodic effect, respectively, may prevail. Immediately after faradisa-
tion, the limen both tor pressure and for ]>ain IH ruined : " a touch-spot
is under these conditions transformed into n pain-spot". The writer
explains his results by the law that tho cutaneous sensibility ia a function
of degree of dissociation in the tissues: " the maximum sensibility for
touch and the maximum of muscular irritability are both found at the
temperature of greatest dissociation " ; th» diverse functions of muscle,
nerve and sense-organ are alike dependent upon the concentration of
ions in the tissues.] W. F. Book. 'On the Genesis and Development
of Conscious Attitudes {Bewuutiexnslageit).' [Experiments on learning to
typewrite yielded introspective data for the conclusion that conscious
attitudes are nothing more or less than the developed forms of the repre-
sentative processes or images, operative as directing forces in the early
stages of the writing. They thus stand midway between vivid imaginal
processes and such internal stimuli as auto-suggestions, as these stand
midway between attitudes and instinctive stimuli. Titchener's recom-
mendation of genetic study is therefore justified.] K. Dunlap. 'Re-
actions to Rhythmic Stimuli, with Attempt to Synchronise.' | Finger-
movements were made, so far as possible synchronously with the stimuli,
in response to series of sounds and lights, given at various rates from
about one-third second to about two and one-half seconds interval ; the
work was done with attention to stimulus, with attention to movement,
and under distraction. Apart from special results, there appeared to be
a slight but definite tendency to delay the visual as compared with the
auditor}' reaction. Further publication is promised.]
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